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Empire Games
Named one of the ten best books of the year by the Chicago Tribune A Publishers Weekly best book of 2019 | A 2019 NPR
Staff Pick A pathbreaking history of the United States’ overseas possessions and the true meaning of its empire We are
familiar with maps that outline all fifty states. And we are also familiar with the idea that the United States is an “empire,”
exercising power around the world. But what about the actual territories—the islands, atolls, and archipelagos—this country
has governed and inhabited? In How to Hide an Empire, Daniel Immerwahr tells the fascinating story of the United States
outside the United States. In crackling, fast-paced prose, he reveals forgotten episodes that cast American history in a new
light. We travel to the Guano Islands, where prospectors collected one of the nineteenth century’s most valuable
commodities, and the Philippines, site of the most destructive event on U.S. soil. In Puerto Rico, Immerwahr shows how U.S.
doctors conducted grisly experiments they would never have conducted on the mainland and charts the emergence of
independence fighters who would shoot up the U.S. Congress. In the years after World War II, Immerwahr notes, the United
States moved away from colonialism. Instead, it put innovations in electronics, transportation, and culture to use, devising a
new sort of influence that did not require the control of colonies. Rich with absorbing vignettes, full of surprises, and driven
by an original conception of what empire and globalization mean today, How to Hide an Empire is a major and compulsively
readable work of history.

Slimy Underbelly
Zombie detective Dan Chambeaux, his human partner, and his ghostly girlfriend deal with an amphibious villain plotting to
control the underworld--the sewers--feuding weather wizards, and a gang of thieving lawn gnomes.
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The Ashes of Worlds
Five years after attacking the human-colonized worlds of the Spiral Arm, the hydrogues maintain absolute control over
stardrive fueland their embargo is strangling human civilization. On Earth, mankind suffers from renewed attacks by the
hydrogues and decides to use a cybernetic army to fight them. Yet the Terran leaders don't realize that these military
robots have already exterminated their own makers - and may soon turn on humanity. Once the rulers of an expanding
empire, humans have become the galaxy's most endangered species. But the sudden appearance of incredible new beings
will destroy all balances of power. Now for humans and the myriad alien factions in the universe, the real war is about to
beginand genocide may be the result.

Letters From Burma
The American Empire has grown too fast, and the fault lines at home are stressed to the breaking point. The war of words
between Right and Left has collapsed into a shooting war, though most people just want to be left alone. The battle rages
between the high-technology weapons on one side, and militia foot-soldiers on the other, devastating the cities, and
overrunning the countryside. But the vast majority, who only want the killing to stop and the nation to return to more
peaceful days, have technology, weapons and strategic geniuses of their own. When the American dream shatters into
violence, who can hold the people and the government together? And which side will you be on? Orson Scott Card is a
master storyteller, who has earned millions of fans and reams of praise for his previous science fiction and fantasy novels.
Now he steps a little closer to the present day with this chilling look at a near future scenario of a new American Civil War.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Empire in Waves
Surfing today evokes many things: thundering waves, warm beaches, bikinis and lifeguards, and carefree pleasure. But is
the story of surfing really as simple as popular culture suggests? In this first international political history of the sport, Scott
Laderman shows that while wave riding is indeed capable of stimulating tremendous pleasure, its globalization went hand
in hand with the blood and repression of the long twentieth century. Emerging as an imperial instrument in post-annexation
Hawaii, spawning a form of tourism that conquered the littoral Third World, tracing the struggle against South African
apartheid, and employed as a diplomatic weapon in America's Cold War arsenal, the saga of modern surfing is only partially
captured by Gidget, the Beach Boys, and the film Blue Crush. From nineteenth-century American empire-building in the
Pacific to the low-wage labor of the surf industry today, Laderman argues that surfing in fact closely mirrored American
foreign relations. Yet despite its less-than-golden past, the sport continues to captivate people worldwide. Whether in El
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Salvador or Indonesia or points between, the modern history of this cherished pastime is hardly an uncomplicated story of
beachside bliss. Sometimes messy, occasionally contentious, but never dull, surfing offers us a whole new way of viewing
our globalized world.

Hidden Empire
Presents a history of the ruling women of the thirteenth-century Mongol Empire, describing their struggles to preserve a
sovereignty that would dominate the world for 150 years.

The Hidden City
Eternity’s Mind is the climactic final book in Kevin J. Anderson’s Saga of Shadows Trilogy, which began with the Hugo
nominee The Dark Between the Stars. The Saga of Shadows, as well as its predecessor series, the international bestselling
Saga of Seven, are among the grandest epic space operas published in this century. Two decades after the devastating
Elemental War, which nearly destroyed the cosmos, the new Confederation restored peace and profitable commerce among
the peoples and worlds of the Spiral Arm. The ambitious, innovative Roamers went back to their traditional business of
harvesting the vital stardrive fuel ekti from the clouds of gas giant planets, and the telepathic green priests of Theroc
provided instantaneous galaxy-wide communication via their connection to the powerful and sentient worldtrees. The alien
Ildiran Empire rebuilt their grand Prism Palace under the light of their seven suns, and their Mage-Imperator declared a new
age of expansion and discover. But peace was not to last. The malevolent Klikiss robots soon found an ally in the ancient
and near-omnipotent Shana Rei, destructive creatures who are the personification of darkness and chaos awakened after
millennia of slumber to destroy all sentient life in the universe. The Confederation and the Ildiran Empire fought in every
way possible, but the Spiral Arm itself seemed doomed. All across the transportal network, space is tearing apart, the links
between the gateways are breaking down, the fabric of space unraveling. The worldtrees are dying, entire planets are
englobed in impenetrable black barriers erected by the Shana Rei, and the murderous taint has infiltrated the Ildiran race
as well as Mage-Imperator Jora’h himself. Desperate for stardrive fuel to power the military and all space travel, the
industrialist Lee Iswander has been extracting ekti—the blood of the cosmos—from mysterious giant nodules found floating
in empty space, draining these “bloaters” dry by the thousands. But in doing so, is he weakening the only ally that all of
civilization may have against the Shana Rei? A breathtakingly large canvas with a huge cast of characters, Eternity’s Mind is
the grand finale of a story as complex as any Science Fiction epic you will ever read. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Dogged Persistence
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It has been five years since humanity's heady expansion among the stars came to an abrupt, and violent, halt. The
emergence of the Hydrogues, an immensely powerful alien race dwelling within gas-giant planets, has placed the scattered
colonies of the Terran Hanseatic League in jeopardy. With space travel heavily curtailed, and supplies of fuel dwindling,
young King Peter and Chairman Basil Wenceslas, the harsh power behind the throne, have no choice but to impose strict
rationing. But the Hydrogues are not the only enemies of humanity. The scheming Mage-Imperator, leader of the ancient
Ildiran Empire, attempts to forge tangled alliances among all combatants in order to protect his failing civilization. The
mysterious Klikiss robots, only remnants of an extinct race, continue to work their sinister plans while pretending to be
friends and advisors to the Hanseatic League. And archaeologists Margaret and Louis Colicos -- whose discovery of an
ancient alien weapon accidentally triggered the Hydrogue conflict -- have vanished on the abandoned world of Rheindic Co.
Rlinda Kett and Davlin Lotze, sent to investigate the disappearance, soon realise that the Colicos' discoveries may lead to
an incredible new way to travel between worlds or to the awakening of enemies even more fearsome than the Hydrogues.
Something of inestimable power must have been required to destroy the Klikiss race. Will humanity be next?

A Forest of Stars
Trapped between murderous xenophobes and calculating artificial intelligences, an interstellar war threatens to wash
Princess Kelsey Bandar away in a tide of blood.With her most powerful ship crippled, only a desperate mission to steal what
she needs right out from under the noses of her enemies offers a way to get her people safely home.As if that wasn't hard
enough, success requires her foes never learn of her existence and therein lies the problem. Few have ever accused Kelsey
Bandar of subtlety.

The King Of California
The Dark Between the Stars is space opera on a grand scale. Twenty years after the elemental conflict that nearly tore
apart the cosmos in The Saga of Seven Suns, a new threat emerges from the darkness, and the human race must set aside
its own inner conflicts to rebuild their alliance with the Ildiran Empire for the survival of the galaxy. Praise for THE SAGA OF
THE SEVEN SUNS: 'Sure-footed, suspenseful and tragic an exhilarating experience' Locus 'Space opera at its most
entertaining' Starlog 'THE SAGA OF THE SEVEN SUNS is worthy of mention in the same breath as Asimov's Foundation
series and Hamilton's Nightdawn trilogy. This is science fiction on the grandest of scales, a modern classic' The Alien Online
'A realm of wondrous possibilities A fascinating series' Brian Herbert 'A space opera to rival the best the field has ever seen'
SF Chronicle

Island of Shame
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Charles Stross builds a new series with Empire Games, expanding on the world he created in the Family Trade series, a new
generation of paratime travellers walk between parallel universes. The year is 2020. It's seventeen years since the
Revolution overthrew the last king of the New British Empire, and the newly-reconstituted North American Commonwealth
is developing rapidly, on course to defeat the French and bring democracy to a troubled world. But Miriam Burgeson,
commissioner in charge of the shadowy Ministry of Intertemporal Research and Intelligence—the paratime espionage
agency tasked with catalyzing the Commonwealth's great leap forward—has a problem. For years, she's warned everyone:
"The Americans are coming." Now their drones arrive in the middle of a succession crisis. In another timeline, the U.S. has
recruited Miriam's own estranged daughter to spy across timelines in order to bring down any remaining world-walkers who
might threaten national security. Two nuclear superpowers are set on a collision course. Two increasingly desperate
paratime espionage agencies try to find a solution to the first contact problem that doesn't result in a nuclear holocaust.
And two women—a mother and her long-lost daughter—are about to find themselves on opposite sides of the confrontation.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Eternity's Mind
Jay, a young orphan, is rescued from the streets by the mysterious Rath, but when the demons that once nearly destroyed
the Essalieyan Empire begin to stir again, Rath and Jay find themselves the target of these dangerous beings. Reprint.

Empire
The Caucasus--a region of supreme natural beauty and fiercely proud warriors--has throughout history been characterized
by violence and turmoil. During the Great Caucasus War of 1834-1859, the warring mountain tribes of Daghestan and
Chechnya united under the charismatic leadership of the Muslim chieftain Imam Shamyl, the "Lion of Daghestan", and held
at bay the invading Russian army for nearly 25 years. Lesley Blanch vividly recounts the epic story of their heroic and
bloody struggle for freedom and the life of a man still legendary in the Caucasus.

Hidden Empire
The fierce battle between Tanya and Anson has concluded, but it's led to an unexpected intrusion! The conflict continues in
the latest volume of Tanya the Evil!

The Saga of Tanya the Evil, Vol. 9 (manga)
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The stroke of midnight on 15 August 1947 liberated 400 million Indians from the British Empire. One of the defining
moments of world history had been brought about by a tiny number of people, including Jawaharlal Nehru, the fiery prime
minister-to-be; Gandhi, the mystical figure who enthralled a nation; and Louis and Edwina Mountbatten, the glamorous but
unlikely couple who had been dispatched to get Britain out of India without delay. Within hours of the midnight chimes,
however, the two new nations of India and Pakistan would descend into anarchy and terror. INDIAN SUMMERdepicts the epic
sweep of events that ripped apart the greatest empire the world has ever seen, and reveals the secrets of the most
powerful players on the world stage: the Cold War conspiracies, the private deals, and the intense and clandestine love
affair between the wife of the last viceroy and the first prime minister of free India. With wit, insight and a sharp eye for
detail, Alex von Tunzelmann relates how a handful of people changed the world for ever.

Spine of the Dragon
"A darkly funny, wonderfully original detective tale."--Kelley Armstrong Single Dead Detective Seeks Clue Ever since the Big
Uneasy unleashed vampires, werewolves, and other undead denizens on the world, it's been hell being a
detective--especially for zombie P.I. Dan Chambeaux. Taking on the creepiest of cases in the Unnatural Quarter with a
human lawyer for a partner and a ghost for a girlfriend, Chambeaux redefines "dead on arrival." But just because he was
murdered doesn't mean he'd leave his clients in the lurch. Besides, zombies are so good at lurching. Now he's back from
the dead and back in business--with a caseload that's downright unnatural. A resurrected mummy is suing the museum that
put him on display. Two witches, victims of a curse gone terribly wrong, seek restitution from a publisher for not using "spell
check" on its magical tomes. And he's got to figure out a very personal question--Who killed him? For Dan Chambeaux, it's
all in a day's work. (Still, does everybody have to call him "Shamble"?) Funny, fresh, and irresistible, this cadaverous caper
puts the P.I. in R.I.P. . ..with a vengeance. "Wickedly funny, deviously twisted and enormously satisfying. This is a big juicy
bite of zombie goodness. Two decaying thumbs up!"--Jonathan Maberry "Anderson has become the literary equivalent of
Quentin Tarantino in the fantasy adventure genre."--The Daily Rotation "An unpredictable walk on the weird side. Prepare to
be entertained." --Charlaine Harris

The Edge of the World
The Epic New York Times Bestseller Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award A New
York Times Notable Book Winner of the Texas Book Award Winner of the Oklahoma Book Award This stunning historical
account of the forty-year battle between Comanche Indians and white settlers for control of the American West “is nothing
short of a revelation…will leave dust and blood on your jeans” (The New York Times Book Review). Empire of the Summer
Moon spans two astonishing stories. The first traces the rise and fall of the Comanches, the most powerful Indian tribe in
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American history. The second entails one of the most remarkable narratives ever to come out of the Old West: the epic
saga of the pioneer woman Cynthia Ann Parker and her mixed-blood son Quanah, who became the last and greatest chief of
the Comanches. Although readers may be more familiar with the tribal names Apache and Sioux, it was in fact the
legendary fighting ability of the Comanches that determined when the American West opened up. Comanche boys became
adept bareback riders by age six; full Comanche braves were considered the best horsemen who ever rode. They were so
masterful at war and so skillful with their arrows and lances that they stopped the northern drive of colonial Spain from
Mexico and halted the French expansion westward from Louisiana. White settlers arriving in Texas from the eastern United
States were surprised to find the frontier being rolled backward by Comanches incensed by the invasion of their tribal lands.
The war with the Comanches lasted four decades, in effect holding up the development of the new American nation.
Gwynne’s exhilarating account delivers a sweeping narrative that encompasses Spanish colonialism, the Civil War, the
destruction of the buffalo herds, and the arrival of the railroads, and the amazing story of Cynthia Ann Parker and her son
Quanah—a historical feast for anyone interested in how the United States came into being. Hailed by critics, S. C. Gwynne’s
account of these events is meticulously researched, intellectually provocative, and, above all, thrillingly told. Empire of the
Summer Moon announces him as a major new writer of American history.

Daughter of the Empire
Tyrnor lies surrounded in storms. Its lands have been protected from the outside world for centuries by an ocean churned
by winds, rain, and surf that no ship has crossed. Except Timothy has been sent to find exactly that, a ship never before
seen from a land he didn't know still existed beyond the wall. Accompanied by his faithful friend Telnor, their search for the
vessel quickly turns into a fight for their lives. What they know of their people and their land is challenged, leaving them
questioning what their loyalty to the emperor will cost them in the end. The world is in chaos, the old order is no longer
secure. Who will live and die, which nations crash or rise as battle lines are redrawn is not yet decided. A saga consuming
all of Theron has begun.

Hidden Empire
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist story of political intrigue and
magical, martial-arts action. For a thousand years the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa
slaved in misery and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver of Infinity," reigned with absolute power
and ultimate terror, divinely invincible. Then, when hope was so long lost that not even its memory remained, a terribly
scarred, heart-broken half-Skaa rediscovered it in the depths of the Lord Ruler's most hellish prison. Kelsier "snapped" and
found in himself the powers of a Mistborn. A brilliant thief and natural leader, he turned his talents to the ultimate caper,
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with the Lord Ruler himself as the mark. Kelsier recruited the underworld's elite, the smartest and most trustworthy
allomancers, each of whom shares one of his many powers, and all of whom relish a high-stakes challenge. Only then does
he reveal his ultimate dream, not just the greatest heist in history, but the downfall of the divine despot. But even with the
best criminal crew ever assembled, Kel's plan looks more like the ultimate long shot, until luck brings a ragged girl named
Vin into his life. Like him, she's a half-Skaa orphan, but she's lived a much harsher life. Vin has learned to expect betrayal
from everyone she meets, and gotten it. She will have to learn to trust, if Kel is to help her master powers of which she
never dreamed. This saga dares to ask a simple question: What if the hero of prophecy fails? Other Tor books by Brandon
Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The
Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series
Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris Warbreaker
The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The
Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners
Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Hidden Enemies (Book 9 of the Empire of Bones Saga) (Large Print)
In the far future, humanity began to search the stars, sending out vast spaceships that would take generations to reach
their goals. In the depths of space they encountered the Ildiran empire - apparently the galaxy's only other intelligent
civilization. The Ildirans came to Earth and passed on the knowledge of their stardrive, allowing humanity to expand to the
stars. Almost two hundred years after that first contact, there are human colonies proliferating through the galaxy. As
Mankind seizes the future, danger comes from the past, for two human archaeologists glean forbidden knowledge from the
ruins of a dead world. Once, the insect-like Klikiss ruled the stars. Now, only their robot servants remain, guardians of a
terrible technology - the Klikiss Torch, which has the power to create suns. Now, Humanity prepares to flex its new found
muscle and activate the Torch for the first time in millennia, but there are reasons the Klikiss empire fell, and a train of
events is about to be set in motion, that will change the universe

Mistborn
David Vine recounts how the British & US governments created the Diego Garcia base, making the native Chagossians
homeless in the process. He details the strategic significance of this remote location & also describes recent efforts by the
exiles to regain their territory.
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Children of Ash and Elm
Collects Star Wars #26-30. With one member of the rebel crew captured and imprisoned, we turn once more to the journals
of Ben Kenobi and a legendary adventure with Jedi MasterYoda!

Empire Ascendant
A National Bestseller From New Yorker staff writer and bestselling author of The Nine and The Run of His Life: The People v.
O. J. Simpson, the definitive account of the kidnapping and trial that defined an insane era in American history On February
4, 1974, Patty Hearst, a sophomore in college and heiress to the Hearst Family fortune, was kidnapped by a ragtag group of
self-styled revolutionaries calling itself the Symbonese Liberation Army. The weird turns that followed in this already
sensational take are truly astonishing--the Hearst family tried to secure Patty's release by feeding the people of Oakland
and San Francisco for free; bank security cameras captured "Tania" wielding a machine gun during a roberry; the LAPD
engaged in the largest police shoot-out in American history; the first breaking news event was broadcast live on telelvision
stations across the country; and then there was Patty's circuslike trial, filled with theatrical courtroom confrontations and a
dramatic last-minute reversal, after which the term "Stockholm syndrome" entered the lexicon. Ultimately, the saga
highlighted a decade in which America seemed to be suffering a collective nervous breakdown. American Heiress portrays
the electrifying lunacy of the time and the toxic mic of sex, politics, and violence that swept up Patty Hearst and captivated
the nation.

Indian Summer
Letters from Burma - an unforgettable collection from the Nobel Peace prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi In these astonishing
letters, Aung San Suu Kyi reaches out beyond Burma's borders to paint for her readers a vivid and poignant picture of her
native land. Here she celebrates the courageous army officers, academics, actors and everyday people who have supported
the National League for Democracy, often at great risk to their own lives. She reveals the impact of political decisions on
the people of Burma, from the terrible cost to the children of imprisoned dissidents - allowed to see their parents for only
fifteen minutes every fortnight - to the effect of inflation on the national diet and of state repression on traditions of
hospitality. She also evokes the beauty of the country's seasons and scenery, customs and festivities that remain so close
to her heart. Through these remarkable letters, the reader catches a glimpse of exactly what is at stake as Suu Kyi fights on
for freedom in Burma, and of the love for her homeland that sustains her non-violent battle. Includes an introduction from
Fergal Keane 'Aung San Suu Kyi has become a global symbol of peaceful resistance, courage and apparently endless
endurance' Guardian 'A real hero in an age of phony phone-in celebrity, which hands out that title freely to the most spoiled
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and underqualified' Bono, Time Aung San Suu Kyi is the leader of Burma's National League for Democracy. She was placed
under house arrest in Rangoon in 1989, where she remained for almost 15 of the 21 years until her release in 2010,
becoming one of the world's most prominent political prisoners. She is also the author of the collection of writings Freedom
from Fear.

How to Hide an Empire
The second book in the epic Evermen Saga. With the fate of their homeland still in jeopardy, siblings Ella and Miro must
face the Primate's evil as he discovers a new technique: a way to extract essence from human blood. The Primate has been
temporarily defeated, but his home was once inhabited by the Evermen, and their ancient secrets still remain there. As the
mysterious Evrin sets out to destroy everything he can, the Primate stumbles upon an ancient book that tells of a hidden
relic with unfathomable power—and he will stop at nothing to find it. Realizing the solution to defeating the Primate and
saving the Empire is tied to the hidden relic, Ella, Miro, Killian, and the desert prince Ilathor must race to reach the relic
before the Primate…or suffer disastrous consequences.

A Forest of Stars
At last—an analysis of the historical patterns that influenced the creation and storyline of the Star Wars saga Star Wars took
place long ago in a galaxy far, far away, but its epic stories are based on our own history. From Ancient Egypt and the
Roman Empire to the French Revolution and the Vietnam War, Star Wars and History explores the major historical turning
points, heroes, and villains in human history and their impact on the creation of the Star Wars saga. Star Wars and History
shows how the atomic and hydrogen bombs led to the Death Star; how Princess Leia's leadership in the Rebel Alliance
resembled the daring work of intrepid women in the French Resistance during World War II and the Mexican Revolution;
historical parallels between the Jedi Code and Bushido as well as those linking the Jedi culture with that of the Templar
Knights and other warrior monks; and all of the history that underlies the Star Wars galaxy. Read how our own civilization's
civil wars, slavery, international corporation states, and teenage queens were transformed into the epic Star Wars history
and discover how Tatooine reflects the lawless frontiers of the past and Coruscant our own history of glittering and greedy
capitals. The first book devoted to analyzing the actual historical events in our past that influenced the creation of the
space fantasy, Star Wars Features 11 essays by a wise "council" of history scholars, written in close collaboration with
George Lucas and Lucasfilm Gives new insights into central Star Wars characters and historical figures who helped inspire
them (including Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Darth Vader, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Queen Amidala, Yoda, Jabba the
Hutt, Lando Calrissian, Emperor Palpatine, and others) Includes both stunning photos from the Lucasfilm Image Archives
and historical photos that demonstrate the parallels between both worlds Filled with fascinating historical comparisons and
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background that will take your experience of the Star Wars saga to a new level, Star Wars and History is an essential
companion for every Star Wars fan.

The Sabres of Paradise
The first book in a new trilogy set before Thrawn traveled to the Empire and became a Grand Admiral. Journey to the
Unknown Regions and learn more about Thrawn's origins and his home- The Chiss Ascendency.

Hellhole
A sequel to the best-selling Empire finds Captain Cole becoming increasingly concerned about new U.S. President Averell
Torrent's tough-handed foreign policy stance, a perspective that causes him to be targeted and prompts his investigation
into the president's role in an assassination plot. Reprint.

The Secret History of the Mongol Queens
The allied factions of humanity, along with the waning Ildiran Empire and the powerful water elementals and sentient trees,
have defeated the near-invincible alien race of the hydrogues, driving them back into the depths of gas-giant planets. But
before peace can heal the wounds between the races, two ancient enemies return: the capricious fiery elementals, the
faeros, who mean to burn all those who fought alongside their mortal enemies. And the lost hive race of the Klikiss, who
intend to reclaim all the worlds they inhabited 10,000 years earlier, worlds that are now home to many human colonies.
Meanwhile, the leader of the Terran Hanseatic League, Chairman Basil Wenceslas, intends to pull all of humanity's unruly
stepchildren into his iron grip - even if it means he has to hold the Ildiran Mage-Imperator hostage, risking renewed war with
an entire alien civilization. THE ASHES OF WORLDS brings to a thrilling conclusion the myriad storylines of galactic warfare
and personal betrayals, starlost romances and titanic alien conflicts.

The Hidden Relic
Collects eighteen short science fiction and fantasy stories, including stories about the possibilities of nanotechnology,
terraforming Mars, building canals in the Sahara, and a meeting between Bela Lugosi and Vlad Tepes.

The Dark Between the Stars
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Ants came to this planet long before man. Since then they have developed one of the most intricate civilizations imaginable
– a civilization of great richness and technological brilliance. During the few seconds it takes you to read this sentence,
some 700 milli0on ants will be born on earth Edmond Wells had studied ants for years: he knew of the power which existed
in their hidden world. On his death, he leaves his apartment to his nephew Jonathan with one proviso: that he must not
descend beyond the cellar door. But when the family’s dog escapes down the cellar steps, Jonathan has little alternative but
to follow. Innocently he enters the world of the ant, whose struggle for existence forces him to reassess man’s place in the
cycle of nature. It is an experience that will alter his life for ever Empire of the Ants is an extraordinary achievement. It
takes you inside the ants’ universe and reveals it to be a highly organised world, as complex and relentless as human
society and even more brutal.

Star Wars and History
The definitive history of the Vikings -- from arts and culture to politics and cosmology -- by a distinguished archaeologist
with decades of expertise The Viking Age -- from 750 to 1050 -- saw an unprecedented expansion of the Scandinavian
peoples into the wider world. As traders and raiders, explorers and colonists, they ranged from eastern North America to
the Asian steppe. But for centuries, the Vikings have been seen through the eyes of others, distorted to suit the tastes of
medieval clerics and Elizabethan playwrights, Victorian imperialists, Nazis, and more. None of these appropriations capture
the real Vikings, or the richness and sophistication of their culture. Based on the latest archaeological and textual evidence,
Children of Ash and Elm tells the story of the Vikings on their own terms: their politics, their cosmology and religion, their
material world. Known today for a stereotype of maritime violence, the Vikings exported new ideas, technologies, beliefs,
and practices to the lands they discovered and the peoples they encountered, and in the process were themselves
changed. From Eirík Bloodaxe, who fought his way to a kingdom, to Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir, the most traveled woman in
the world, Children of Ash and Elm is the definitive history of the Vikings and their time.

Thrawn: the Ascendency Trilogy #1
J.G. Boswell was the biggest farmer in America. He built a secret empire while thumbing his nose at nature, politicians, labor
unions and every journalist who ever tried to lift the veil on the ultimate "factory in the fields." The King of California is the
previously untold account of how a Georgia slave-owning family migrated to California in the early 1920s,drained one of
America 's biggest lakes in an act of incredible hubris and carved out the richest cotton empire in the world. Indeed, the
sophistication of Boswell 's agricultural operation -from lab to field to gin - is unrivaled anywhere. Much more than a
business story, this is a sweeping social history that details the saga of cotton growers who were chased from the South by
the boll weevil and brought their black farmhands to California. It is a gripping read with cameos by a cast of famous
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characters, from Cecil B. DeMille to Cesar Chavez.

Death Warmed Over
New York Times bestselling author Kevin J. Anderson triumphantly returns to epic fantasy with the Wake the Dragon series.
Spine of the Dragon is a politically charged adventure of swords, sorcery, vengeance, and the rise of sleeping giants. Two
continents at war, the Three Kingdoms and Ishara, are divided by past bloodshed. When an outside threat arises—the
reawakening of a powerful ancient race that wants to remake the world—the two warring nations must somehow set aside
generational hatreds and form an alliance to fight their true enemy. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

American Heiress
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert planet and
adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his most unexpected destiny.

Star Wars Vol. 5
A stunning new epic fantasy from two-time Hugo Award winner Kameron Hurley. On the eve of a recurring catastrophic
event known to extinguish nations and reshape continents, a troubled orphan evades death and slavery to uncover her own
bloody past while a world goes to war with itself. In the frozen kingdom of Saiduan, invaders from another realm are
decimating whole cities, leaving behind nothing but ash and ruin. At the heart of this war lie the pacifistic Dhai people, once
enslaved by the Saiduan and now courted by their former masters to provide aid against the encroaching enemy.
Stretching from desolate tundra to steamy, semi-tropical climes seething with sentient plant life, this is an epic tale of blood
mages and mercenaries, emperors and priestly assassins who must unite to save a world on the brink of ruin. As the dark
star of the cataclysm rises, an illegitimate ruler is tasked with holding together a country fractured by civil war; a
precocious young fighter is asked to betray his family to save his skin; and a half-Dhai general must choose between the
eradication of her father's people or loyalty to her alien Empress. Through tense alliances and devastating betrayal, the
Dhai and their allies attempt to hold against a seemingly unstoppable force as enemy nations prepare for a coming
together of worlds as old as the universe itself. In the end, one world will rise - and many will perish. File Under: Fantasy [
Orphaned Child | World at War | Blood Magic | The Fluidity of Gender]

Empire Of The Ants
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Terra Incognita - the blank spaces on the map, past the edge of the known world, marked only by the words "here be
monsters." Two nations at war, fighting for dominion over the world, pin their last hopes of ultimate victory on finding a land
out of legend. Each will send its ships to brave the untamed waters, wild storms, sea serpents, and darker dangers unseen
by any man. It is a perilous undertaking, but there will always be the impetuous, the brave, and the mad, willing to leave
their homes to explore the unknown. Even unto the edge of the world

The Mirror Empire
Only the most desperate colonists dare to make a new home on Hellhole. Reeling from a recent asteroid impact, tortured
with horrific storms, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, and churning volcanic eruptions, the planet is a dumping ground
for undesirables, misfits, and charlatansbut also a haven for dreamers and independent pioneers. Against all odds, an exiled
general named Adolphus has turned Hellhole into a place of real opportunity for the desperate colonists who call the planet
their home. While the colonists are hard at work developing the planet, General Adolphus secretly builds alliances with the
leaders of the other Deep Zone worlds, forming a clandestine coalition against the tyrannical, fossilized government
responsible for their exile. What no one knows is this: the planet Hellhole, though damaged and volatile, hides an amazing
secret. Deep beneath its surface lies the remnants of an obliterated alien civilization and the buried memories of its
unrecorded past that, when unearthed, could tear the galaxy apart. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Dune
Loyalties are tested when worlds collide… Every two thousand years, the dark star Oma appears in the sky, bringing with it
a tide of death and destruction. And those who survive must contend with friends and enemies newly imbued with violent
powers. The kingdom of Saiduan already lies in ruin, decimated by invaders from another world who share the faces of
those they seek to destroy. Now the nation of Dhai is under siege by the same force. Their only hope for survival lies in the
hands of an illegitimate ruler and a scullery maid with a powerful – but unpredictable –magic. As the foreign Empire spreads
across the world like a disease, one of their former allies takes up her Empress’s sword again to unseat them, and two
enslaved scholars begin a treacherous journey home with a long-lost secret that they hope is the key to the Empire’s
undoing. But when the enemy shares your own face, who can be trusted? In this devastating sequel to The Mirror Empire,
Kameron Hurley transports us back to a land of blood mages and sentient plants, dark magic, and warfare on a scale that
spans worlds. File Under: Fantasy [ Empire on Fire | Duplicates at War | The Royal Exchange | All Will Fall ]

Empire of the Summer Moon
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An epic tale of adventure and intrigue, Daughter of the Empire is fantasy of the highest order by two of the most talented
writers in the field today. Magic and murder engulf the realm of Kelewan. Fierce warlords ignite a bitter blood feud to
enslave the empire of Tsuranuanni. While in the opulent Imperial courts, assassins and spy-master plot cunning and devious
intrigues against the rightful heir. Now Mara, a young, untested Ruling lady, is called upon to lead her people in a heroic
struggle for survival. But first she must rally an army of rebel warriors, form a pact with the alien cho-ja, and marry the son
of a hated enemy. Only then can Mara face her most dangerous foe of all—in his own impregnable stronghold.
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